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Abstract
We study the discrete transformations of four-valent braid excitations of framed
spin networks embedded in a topological three-manifold. We show that four-valent
braids allow seven and only seven discrete transformations. These transformations
can be uniquely mapped to C, P, T, and their products. Each CPTmultiplet of actively-
interacting braids is found to be uniquely characterized by a non-negative integer.
Finally, braid interactions turn out to be invariant under C, P, and T.
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1 Introduction
Since a ribbonized preon model[1] was coded into local braided ribbon excitations[2]
there has been a large amount of research effort towards a quantum theory of gravity
with matter as topological invariants[3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 8, 11]. However, a serious limitation of
the results of [2] was realized soon that the conservation laws which preserve the braid
excitations are exact. In other words, there is no possibility of dynamics of these exactly
conserved excitations, e.g. creation and annihilation[3]. Consequently, interpreting braid
excitations found in [2] as particles - in particular the Standard Model particles - is not
going to work out unless interactions are successfully introduced to that model.
Meanwhile, a new model has also been put forward, which solves the problem of
interaction and opens new interesting directions worth of investigation[5, 6]. The new
model involves framed four-valent rather than three-valent spin networks, embedded
in a topological three-manifold, which also gives rise to local braid excitations, each of
which is a 3-strand braid formed by the three common edges of two adjacent nodes of the
network, and bases the dynamics on the dual Pachner moves naturally associated with
four-valent graphs. The two main reasons of this extension are: that four-valent graphs
and the corresponding dual Pachner moves naturally occur in spin foam models[4], and
that vertices of four-valent spin networks have true correspondence to three-dimensional
space.
The stable three-strand braids, under certain stability condition, are local excitations[6,
11]. Among all stable braids, there is a small class of braids which are able to propagate
on the spin network. The propagation of these braids are chiral, in the sense that some
braids can only propagate to their left with respect to the local subgraph containing the
braids, while some only propagate to their right and some do both[5, 6]. There is another
small class of braids, the actively-interacting braids; each is two-way propagating and is
able to merge with its neighboring braid when the interaction condition is met[6]. Braids
that are not propagating are christened stationary braids.
[5, 6] are based on a graphic calculus developed therein. However, although the
graphic calculus has its own advantages - in particular in describing, e.g. the full proce-
dure of the propagation a braid, it is not very convenient for finding conserved quantities
of a braid which are useful to characterize the braid as a matter-like local excitation. In
view of this, [7, 8] proposed an algebraic notation of our braids and derived conserved
quantities by means of the new notation.
One of our goals is to see whether some braid excitations of embedded 4-valent spin
networks can eventually correspond to the standard model particles or are more funda-
mental matter degrees of freedom. Because CPT is a symmetry of quantum field theories,
in this paper we investigate the discrete transformations of 3-strand braids of embedded
4-valent spin networks and map them to C, P, and T transformations and their products.
We will see that the interaction of braids defined in [6] respects CPT.
In fact, as a follow-up work of [2], in [9] a similar study of CPT-symmetry is being
taken for three-valent spin networks. However, in the 3-valent case there is no dynam-
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ics, it is then unlikely to define what C, P, and T are meant to be physically. Besides, the
largest discrete symmetry in the 3-valent case is S3×Z2, giving more than C, P, T, and their
products. On the contrary, in the 4-valent case we have dynamics which surprisingly and
strongly constraints the number of possible discrete transformations to be exactly seven,
excluding the identity, which are allowed on 3-strand braids. Moreover, the algebra de-
veloped and conserved quantities of braids found in our companion paper[8] also helps
finding and mapping discrete transformations of braids to C, P, and T. This will become
clear soon in the sequel. Let us summarize the main results of this paper as follows:
1. Discrete transformations C, P, T, and their products are found on 3-strand braids of
embedded framed 4-valent spin networks.
2. Reversing the momentum direction of a braid is understood to be unambiguously
associated with the flipping of the propagation chirality of the braid.
3. The ”electric” charge of a braid is naturally represented by the effective twist num-
ber of the braid. A braid’s spin is argued to be related to the spin network labels on
the braid.
4. Each CPT multiplet of actively-interacting braids is uniquely characterized by a
non-negative integer.
5. Interactions of braids are found to be invariant under C, P, and T separately, and is
thus invariant under CPT.
6. Possible future developments by means of tensor categories are pointed out.
2 Notation
It is worth of re-emphasizing an essential point. A 3-strand braid is a local sub network of
the whole framed spin network embedded in a topological 3-manifold; however, many
embeddings are diffeomorphic to each other, which gives rise to diffeomorphic (also
called equivalent in our approach) braids. We study a braid through its 2-dimensional
projection, called a braid diagram. We therefore will not distinguish braids from braid
diagrams unless an ambiguity arises. A generic example of such a braid diagram is de-
picted in Fig. 1(a). Equivalent braid diagrams form an equivalence class. To choose an
efficient representative of an equivalence class of braids is important; in [6] where we
studied propagation and interactions of braids our choice was to represent an equiva-
lence class by the representative which is a braid diagram which has zero external twists,
which simplifies the interaction condition and the graphic calculus developed in [5, 6].
Each class has one and only one such representative. Thus a braid represented this way
is said to be in its unique representation.
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An algebraic notation and the corresponding calculational method of braids were put
forward in [7], which applies only to actively-interacting braids. This notation is extended
to account for propagating braids and even stationary braids[8]. Nevertheless, in this
paper we first analyze the discrete transformations of braids which will appear to be
more transparent and lucid in terms of the graphic calculus in some cases. On the other
hand, to identify the discrete transformations with C, P, T and their products and to sort
out the conserved quantities the algebraic notation is more efficient. Therefore, we will
use both the algebraic notation and the graphic notation.
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Figure 1: (a) is a generic 3-strand braid diagram formed by the three common edges
of two end-nodes. Sl and Sr are the states of the left and right end-nodes respectively,
taking values in + or −. X represents a sequence of crossings, from left to right, formed
by the three strands between the two nodes. (Ta, Tb, Tc) is the triple of the internal twists
respectively on the three strands from top to bottom, on the left of X . Tl and Tr, called
external twists, are respectively on the two external edges el and er. All twists are valued
in Z in units of pi/3[5]. (b) shows the four generators of X , which are also generators of
the braid group B3.
Let us briefly recall the algebraic notation of a braid introduced in [8]. A generic braid
shown in Fig. 1(a) is characterized by an 8-tuple: {Tl, Sl, Ta, Tb, Tc, X, Sr, Tr}. The crossing
sequence X satisfies the definition of an ordinary 3-strand braid, an element of the braid
group B3; hence it is generated by the four generators shown in Fig. 1(b). The generators
are assigned integral values according to their handedness, namely u = d = 1 and u−1 =
d−1 = −1. Therefore, crossings in the X of a braid can also be summed over to obtain an
integer, the so-called crossing number:
∑|X|
i=1 xi, of the braid, where |X| is the number of
crossings forming X and xi is a crossing in X .
The X of a braid induces a permutation σX , which is an element in the permutation
group S3, of the three strands of the braid. The triple of internal twists on the left of
X and the one of the right of X are thus related by (Ta, Tb, Tc)σX = (Ta′ , Tb′, Tc′) and
(Ta, Tb, Tc) = σ
−1
X (Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′). That is, σX is a left-acting function of the triple of internal
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twists, while its inverse, σ−1X is a right-acting function. The inverse relation between σX
and σ−1X is understood as:
σ−1X ((Ta, Tb, Tc)σX) =
(
σ−1X (Ta, Tb, Tc)
)
σX ≡ (Ta, Tb, Tc) (1)
Note that the twists such as Ta and Ta′ are abstract and have nomeaning until their values
and positions in a triple are fixed. Thus, (Ta, Tb, Tc) = (T
′
a, T
′
b, T
′
c) means Ta = T
′
a, etc, and
−(Ta, Tb, Tc) = (−Ta,−Tb,−Tc). A generic braid diagram can now be denoted concisely
by
Sl
Tl
[(Ta, Tb, Tc)σX ]
Sr
Tr
,
or by
Sl
Tl
[σ−1X (Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′)]
Sr
Tr
.
Since an active braid is always equivalent to trivial braid diagrams with external
twists[5], and is usually represented by one such trivial braid[7, 8], it can be denoted
as
S
Tl
[Ta, Tb, Tc]
S
Tr
,
where both end-nodes are in the same state. This is called a trivial representation. How-
ever, a non actively-interacting braid is more conveniently to be represented by its unique
representative with zero external twist, namely
Sl
0[(Ta, Tb, Tc)σX ]
Sr
0 .
Because a main purpose of this paper is to find discrete transformations on all braids, we
therefore will write an arbitrary braid in its generic form in most of the paper. The unique
representation and trivial representation of braids will also be used when it is good to do
so.
3 Discrete transformations
Though not separately, as a theorem the combined action of the three discrete transfor-
mations C, P and T, namely CPT, is a symmetry in any Lorentz invariant, local field the-
ory. Being a concrete model of QFT, the Standard Model respects the CPT-symmetry too.
The 3-strand braids of embedded 4-valent spin networks are local excitations, continuous
transformations such as the equivalence moves of which have been analyzed in [5, 7, 8],
it is then natural to look for the possible discrete transformations of these local excitations
and check their correspondence with C, P, and T transformations. If the braids in our
model would eventually be mapped to the Standard Model particles, or even if they are
more fundamental entities on their own, which do not directly correspond to the Standard
Model particles, they should be characterized by quantum numbers which have certain
properties under the transformations of C, P, and T. In fact, investigating the action of
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discrete transformations on our braid excitations can help us to construct quantum num-
bers of a braid, such as spin, charge, etc, out of the characterizing 8-tuple of the braid. If
the 8-tuple, which only contains topological information of the embedding and framing,
is not sufficient to produce all necessary quantum numbers, we may have to take spin
network labels into account. One will see that this is indeed the case.
Due to the dynamics of the braids of embedded 4-valent spin networks, namely the
propagation and interactions, there exist very natural constraints on the discrete transfor-
mations one can apply. The reason is that we should not allow that, for example, a discrete
transformation turns an actively interacting braid into one which is not because there is
no such a transformation in QFT which magically changes a particle to something else,
and vice versa. Similarly, we can obtain other necessary rules. As a guideline, all rules
are listed below as a condition.
Condition 1. A legal discrete transformation D on an arbitrary braid B must meet:
1. If B is actively-interacting, then D(B) also actively interacts.
2. If B is not actively-interacting, D(B) must remain so.
3. IfB is one-way (two-way) propagating,D(B)must still be one-way (two-way) propagating;
however, the propagation chirality of B may be reversed in the one-way case.
4. If B is stationary, D(B) is stationary as well.
3.1 The group of discrete transformations
It is more convenient to write all discrete transformations in a compact, algebraic form.
This can be achieved by introducing the so-called atomic discrete operations acting on
the crossing sequence, the end-nodes, the triples of internal twists, and the pair of ex-
ternal twists separately. Each atomic transformations is not qualified as a legal discrete
transformation on its own due to the violation of Condition 1. However, a legal discrete
transformation can be written as a unique combination of the atomic ones. All atomic
transformations are defined and listed with sufficient details in Appendix I, we thus in
the rest of the main text will directly use them without further explanation but only a
reference to the definition of each of them upon its first appearance.
In view of the parity transformation in QFT, the first kind of discrete transformations
one may come up with is the mirror imaging of a braid. However, there are two ways of
mirror reflecting a braid: one is to have the mirror perpendicular to the plane on which
the braid is projected, the other is to arrange the mirror parallel to and behind the plane.
Let us study them in order.
Fig. 2 illustrates the former case. Although only two generators of the crossing se-
quence X of an arbitrary braid is shown in this figure, it is not hard to see that the order
of the crossings of the original X on the left of the mirror must be reversed by the mirror,
7
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Figure 2: Shows how the crossing generators, end-nodes, twists, and the propagation
chirality (indicated by the two thick arrows) of a braid (on the left) are mapped to their
mirror images (on the right) via a mirror perpendicular to the plane on which the braid is
projected.
resulting anR(X) (Def. 7) of the mirror image of the original braid. Besides, every cross-
ing in X is inverted by the mirror, giving rise to an IX (Def. 5). As a result, the mirror
imaging takes the X to X−1. In Fig. 2 uses only one edge between the two end-nodes
of a braid to demonstrate the sign change of the twist of the edge by the mirror. This is
sufficient to show that all twists of a braid should have a sign change via mirror imaging
because the sign of a twist is unambiguously defined everywhere of an embedded spin
network[5]. This means that the atomic operation IT (Def. 6) must be part of this mir-
ror image transformation. One can also find from Fig. 2 that due to the exchange of the
two end-nodes, which indicates the atomic operations ES (Def. 12) and ETe (Def. 10), and
the existence of an R, the left triple of internal twists should be exchanged with the right
triple of internal twists, i.e. an ET (Def. 9) is involved. These observations provide us an
explicit definition of this mirror imaging as follows.
Definition 1. The perpendicular mirror imaging is such a discrete transformation, denoted by
M⊥, that
M⊥ = ESETeETITIXR,
and that for a generic braid B = SlTl[(Ta, Tb, Tc)σX ]
Sr
Tr
, with (Ta, Tb, Tc)σX = (Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′)
M⊥(B) =
Sr
−Tl
[−(Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′)σX−1 ]
Sl
−Tr
, (2)
with −(Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′)σX−1 = −(Ta, Tb, Tc).
A important point to address is that M⊥ flips the propagation chirality. That is, if
a braid B is (left-) right-propagating, then M⊥(B) is (right-) left-propagating, which is
readily seen from Fig. 2 because a braid propagating towards the mirror from the left is
mirrored to a braid towards the mirror from the right. This surely has no impact on a
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two-way propagating braid. SinceM⊥ is simply a mirror image, an actively-interacting
braid stays so under this discrete transformation. Therefore,M⊥ fulfills Condition 1 and
hence is indeed a legal discrete transformation of braids. Concrete graphic examples are
shown in Appendix II.
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Figure 3: The crossing generators, end-nodes, twists, and the propagation chirality of
a braid (above the mirror) are mapped to their mirror images (below the mirror) via a
mirror parallel to the plane on which the braid is projected.
Fig. 3 presents the second type of mirror imaging of a braid, where the mirror is
parallel to and beneath the plane on which the braid is projected. In contrast to the mirror
imaging of the first kind, the second kind does not reverse the order of the crossings and
does not exchange the two end-nodes, which leads to no exchange of triples of internal
twists. However, from Fig. 3 it is clear that all crossings, twists, and the two end-node
states are inverted, resulting in three atomic operations: IX , IT , and IS . As implied by
the two thick arrows respectively above and below the mirror in Fig. 3, the propagation
chirality of a braid should not be reversed under this mirror imaging. This implies that
a stationary braid remains stationary under this transformation. It is not hard to see that
this type of mirror imaging of an actively-interacting braid must still be active. Therefore,
we have another legal discrete transformation of braids, as defined below.
Definition 2. The parallel mirror imaging,M, is a discrete transformation in the form
M = IXITIS,
such that for a generic braid, B = SlTl[(Ta, Tb, Tc)σX ]
Sr
Tr
, with (Ta, Tb, Tc)σX = (Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′)
M(B) =
S¯l
−Tl
[−(Ta, Tb, Tc)σIX(X)]
S¯r
−Tr
, (3)
with −(Ta, Tb, Tc)σX = −(Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′).
After talking about reflections, it is now the turn to study other possibilities. The
first is called a vertical flip, is depicted in Fig. 4, in which, rather than showing the
flip of a whole generic braid with respect to the axis (the thick grey horizontal line in
the figure), we illustrate how the generators of a crossing sequence and a trivial braid
9
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Figure 4: The discrete transformation, the vertical flip, as a flip of a braid diagram along
the axis (the thick grey line) overlapped with the central strand of the braid. The trans-
formation of crossing generators are shown on the left part.
diagram without crossings are transformed under such a flip, by which one can easily
determine the corresponding transformation of an arbitrary braid. Note that this flip
is not an equivalence rotational move, which is continuous, defined in [5] but rather a
discrete operation, taking a braid, e.g. the one in the upper part of Fig. 4, directly to
the one in the lower part of the same figure, without any continuous intermediate steps;
hence, no extra twists or crossings are created or annihilated.
According to Fig. 4, the vertical flip neither reverses the order of crossings nor ex-
change the two end-nodes of a braid; however, it turns an upper crossing into a lower
one and a lower one to an upper one, with their handedness unchanged, which gives rise
to an Sc (Def. 8), the chain shift of the crossing sequence X . From the figure an IS is also
obtained. An interesting property of the vertical flip is that it swaps the top and bottom
internal twists of a braid, as seen in Fig. 4, leading to an ST (Def. 11). The last atomic
operation involved in this rotation is seen from the figure to be an IS .
A braid’s propagation chirality is left intact under the vertical flip because its reducibil-
ity is unchanged due to the fact that, although each of it’s end-node states is flipped, the
crossing next to each end-node is shifted to its counterpart of the same handedness, which
ensures a reducible end-node being again reducible after the transformation. A stationary
braid is thus still stationary under this transformation. By the same argument, a braid,
which is actively-interacting, remains so too after the transformation. Therefore, the ver-
tical flip exhibited in Fig. 4 is indeed a legal discrete transformation. We now present its
explicit definition.
Definition 3. The vertical flip, FV , is a discrete transformation in the form
FV = ISSTSc,
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which for a generic braid B = SlTl[(Ta, Tb, Tc)σX ]
Sr
Tr
, with (Ta, Tb, Tc)σX = (Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′), satisfies
FV (B) =
S¯l
Tl
[(Tc, Tb, Ta)σSc(X)]
S¯r
Tr
, (4)
with (Tc, Tb, Ta)σSc(X) = (Tc′, Tb′, Ta′).
One may try to find out all other legal discrete transformations in a similar way. Nev-
ertheless, our study shows that fortunately the aforementioned three discrete transforma-
tions and their products, seven altogether are the only allowable ones. In other words,
M⊥,M, and FV generate the largest group of legal discrete transformations which, de-
noted by GD, contains eight elements, including the identity transformation. This group
of discrete transformations and their action on a generic braid is recorded in Table 1.
Discrete Algebraic Action on Prop-
Transformation Form B = SlTl[(Ta, Tb, Tc)σX ]
Sr
Tr
Chirality
1 1
Sl
Tl
[(Ta, Tb, Tc)σX ]
Sr
Tr
+
M⊥ ESETeETRIXIT
Sr
−Tr
[−(Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′)σX−1 ]
Sl
−Tl
−
M ISIXIT
S¯l
−Tl
[−(Ta, Tb, Tc)σIX(X)]
S¯r
−Tr
+
FV ISScST
S¯l
Tl
[(Tc, Tb, Ta)σSc(X)]
S¯r
Tr
+
FH = M⊥M ISESETeETR
S¯r
Tr
[(Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′)σR(X)]
S¯l
Tl
−
M⊥FV ISESITETeETSTScIXR
S¯r
−Tr
[−(Tc′, Tb′ , Ta′)σIXScR(X)]
S¯l
−Tl
−
MFV ITSTScIX
Sl
−Tl
[−(Tc, Tb, Ta)σIXSc(X)]
Sr
−Tr
+
FVFH ESSTETeETScR
Sr
Tr
[(Tc′, Tb′ , Ta′)σScR(X)]
Sl
Tl
−
Table 1: The group GD and its action on a generic braid diagram. The last column shows
whether the propagation chirality of a braid changes under the corresponding transfor-
mations in the first column; a −means flipped and a + means unaffected.
One can easily check that GD, consisting of the transformations shown in the first col-
umn of Table 1, is indeed a group. That GD is the largest group of legal discrete transfor-
mations of 3-strand braids is a result of the fact thatGD exhausts all possible combinations
of the atomic operations defined in Appendix I, which meet Condition 1, and that there
exists no new atomic discrete operations which can be constructed and combined with
the current ones without violating Condition 1.
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3.2 Conserved quantities
It is seen from Table 1 that each discrete transformation takes a braid to a new braid
which is not equivalent to the original though they may be the same in some special
cases. Focusing on the third column of Table 1, one readily finds that some characterizing
quantities are invariant under some discrete transformations but are not under others.
There are also composite quantities constructed from the characterizing 8-tuple, which are
conserved under certain and changed under other transformations. It is then necessary
and helpful to explicitly demonstrate these quantities, which is achieved by Table 2, not
only for the purpose of mapping the discrete transformations to C, P, and T but also for
the task to sort out the physically meaningful quantum numbers of a braid. The reason
GD (Sl, Sr) (Tl, Tr) [Ta, Tb, Tc]
c∑
i=a
Ti
|X|∑
i=1
xi Θ
′ Tl + Tr Θ
M⊥ (Sr, Sl) − (Tr, Tl) −[Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′] − − − − −
M
(
S¯l, S¯r
)
− (Tl, Tr) −[Ta, Tb, Tc] − − − − −
FV
(
S¯l, S¯r
)
(Tl, Tr) [Tc, Tb, Ta] + + + + +
FH
(
S¯r, S¯l
)
(Tr, Tl) [Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′] + + + + +
M⊥FV
(
S¯r, S¯l
)
− (Tr, Tl) −[Tc′ , Tb′ , Ta′ ] − − − − −
MFV (Sl, Sr) − (Tl, Tr) −[Tc, Tb, Ta] − − − − −
FVFH (Sr, Sl) (Tr, Tl) [Tc′, Tb′ , Ta′ ] + + + + +
Table 2: Conserved quantities of a generic braid diagram under discrete transformations
in GD. |X| is the number of crossings. Θ =
c∑
i=a
Ti + Tl + Tr − 2
|X|∑
i=1
xi is the effective twist.
Θ′ = Θ− (Tl + Tr) is called the internal effective twist.
to consider the quantities listed in Table 2, apart from their properties under discrete
transformations, is their conservation under interactions. The quantityΘ, defined in [8] as
the effective twist number, of a single braid is conserved under both equivalence moves
and evolution moves[5, 6]. It is also an additive conserved quantity under interactions
of two braids, in the sense that the Θ-value of the resulted braid of the interaction of two
braids is equal to the sum of the Θ-values of the two braids before the interaction[6]. This
conservation law, though obtained in representing a braid by its unique representative, is
independent of the choice of the representative of the braid.
In [7, 8], however, we also studied representing a braid by an extremum of it, i.e. an
equivalent braid diagram with the least number of crossings (defined in [5]). An actively-
interacting braid has infinite number of extrema, namely the trivial braid diagrams with
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external twists, which are the very trivial representative aforementioned. Fortunately, it
is shown in [7] that all extrema of an actively-interacting braid share the same value of
the sum of the two external twists, i.e. Tl + Tr. Likewise, a propagating braid also has
infinite number of extrema; however, as conjectured in [8], all extrema of a propagating
braid have the same Tl + Tr,
c∑
i=a
Ti, and
|X|∑
i=1
xi as well. So we may define another quantity,
the internal effective twist, Θ′ = Θ − (Tl + Tr), which is the same for all extrema of a
braid and is equal to Θ when the equivalence class of braid diagrams is represented by
the unique representative free of external twists.
Importantly, [7, 8] showed that both Tl+Tr andΘ
′, and henceΘ are additive conserved
quantities under interactions. More precisely, for two braids, B1 with Θ
′
1 and B2 with Θ
′
2,
the resulted braid B1 +B2 has Θ
′ = Θ1 +Θ2.
In addition, all discrete transformations affect the end-nodes of a braid. However, the
only meaningful quantity, made of the end-node states of a braid, is the so-called effective
state, χ = SlSr(−)
|X|, which is a conserved quantity of braids under equivalence moves
and also is a multiplicative conserved value under interactions of braids[8]. Table 2 reads
that none of the discrete transformations changes the number of crossings of a braid;
therefore, all discrete transformations preserve the χ of a braid.
4 C, P, and T
Since a braid is a local excitation, regardless of whether it corresponds to a Standard
Model particle or not one can at least make an analogy between it and a one-particle
state. This is the main task of this section.
4.1 Finding C, P, and T
Tomap the discrete transformations found in the last section to C, P, T, and their products,
it is helpful to recall how the latter ones act on single particle states in the context of
quantum field theory. In Table 3, we chose to denote C, P, and T transformations in the
Hilbert space by calligraphic letters C, P , and T . For this reason we have already used
calligraphic letters for the legal discrete transformations of braids as well because braids
are local excitations of embedded spin networks which are the states in the Hilbert space
describing the fundamental space-time.
We emphasize here three things. Firstly, so far we have not incorporated spin network
labels, which are normally representations of gauge groups, and that our scheme in this
section is to obtain the map between two groups of transformations mentioned above
by trying to utilize topological characterizing quantities of a braid as much as possible,
without involving spin network labels. Secondly, for now we do not take into account
the phase and sign factors in Table 3. Finally, all the transformations are restricted to
13
|p, σ, n〉
C ∝ |p, σ, nc〉
P ∝ |−p, σ, n〉
T ∝ (−)J−σ |−p,−σ, n〉
CP ∝ |−p, σ, nc〉
CT ∝ (−)J−σ |−p,−σ, nc〉
PT ∝ (−)J−σ |p,−σ, n〉
CPT ∝ (−)J−σ |p,−σ, nc〉
Table 3: The action of C, P , T , and their products on a one-particle state, where p is the
3-momentum, σ is the third component of the particle spin J , and n stands for the charge.
local braid states, rather than a full evolution picture. By doing so, surprisingly, there is a
unique such map. Nevertheless, these two issues will be discussed in the next section.
According to Table 3, the four transformations P , T , CP , and CT reverse the three mo-
mentum of a one-particle state. But then what do we mean by the momentum of a braid?
In the case of Loop Quantum Gravity, there has not been a well-defined Hamiltonian yet
but a Hamiltonian constraint which does not assign a well-defined energy and hence nei-
ther a momentum to a local excitation. In fact, the issue is more fundamental in the sense
that what do we mean by a direction in space when there is no a notion of fundamen-
tal space-time but only superposed spin networks which might lead to a (semi-) classical
space-time under some continuous limit? In the case of spin networks as a concept of
quantum geometry in general [10], this problem of direction has not been solved either.
Nonetheless, we do not need an explicitly defined 3-momentum of a braid to pick
out the discrete transformations which can flip the braid’s momentum. Each braid has
a propagation chirality, namely it is either left-propagating or right-propagating or both.
Propagation chirality is a locally defined property of a braid with respect to its neighbor-
ing subgraph which can be projected horizontally on the plane one is looking at. Actually
the propagation chirality is an intrinsic property of a braid and is not the same as the
propagation direction of the braid; the latter should be viewed with respect to the whole
spin network embedded in a topological 3-manifold. Consequently a braid can actually
propagate in any ”direction” with respect to its spin network or to an observer, regardless
its propagation chirality and how the semiclassical geometry is obtained. One may imag-
ine looking at a braid which moves on a spin network along a ”circle” and comes back to
its original location.
However, locally, i.e. within a sufficiently small subgraph containing a braid, the
braid’s propagation chirality coincides with its propagating direction. An immediate re-
sult of this is that if the local propagation chirality of a braid is flipped by a discrete trans-
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formation, so is its propagation direction. The direction of the 3-momentum of braid, by
any means it is defined, is associated with the propagation direction. Therefore, the dis-
crete transformations reversing the 3-momentum of a braid are exactly those flipping the
propagation chirality of the braid, which are, according to Table 1,M⊥, FH ,M⊥FV , and
FHFV .
In other words, M⊥, FH , M⊥FV , and FHFV are the only legal discrete transforma-
tions which can possibly be identified with P , T , CP , and CT , and our task is to find
precisely which is which. We know that P is the transformation which does not change
any quantum number but the 3-momentum of a particle. Hence the discrete transfor-
mation of a braid which reasonably corresponds to a P must have the fewest effects on
the braid. From Tables 1 and 2 one can see that transformations FH and FVFH are the
two candidates because they both reverse the 3-momentum without negating the twists,
crossing values, and hence effective twists. Furthermore, FH exchanges the left and the
right triples of internal twists, but on top of this, FVFH swaps the first and the third twists
in the triple of internal twists of a braid. Therefore, FH is the only candidate of a P .
We need two more correspondences to pin down the complete mapping. For this we
should find quantum numbers of a braid which are, or analogous to, charge and spin.
Among all the conserved quantities of a braid, composed of characterizing topological
quantities of the braid, only the total effective twist number Θ is independent of the rep-
resentative of the equivalence class of the braid. Other conserved quantities, e.g. Θ′, are
not. We know that charges, e.g. electric and color, are unambiguous quantum numbers a
particle. Consequently, representative-dependent conserved quantities of a braid, though
maybe useful in other ways, should not be considered as charges. This means only Θ can
be a candidate of determining certain charges of a braid.
Moreover, there are actually two more reasons, which are more heuristic and physical.
As we know, the electric charge of a particle is quantized to be multiples of 1/3. Now the
interesting thing is that all our twists and hence the effective twists happen to be integers
in units of 1/31 too; the 1/3 arises naturally rather than being put in by hand[5]. This is
also an advantage of the 4-valent case because in the 3-valent case, in contrast, a factor of
1/3 must be set by hand[9]. On the other hand, the framing of our spin networks which
takes an edge to a tube is in fact a U(1) framing; a tube coming from the framing of an edge
is essentially an isomorphism from U(1) to U(1). If a tube is twist free, it simply means an
identity map, whereas a twisted tube represents a non-trivial isomorphism. That is to say,
a twist can be thought as characterizing the isomorphisms on U(1) spaces. An interesting
fact is that the electric charge is due to a U(1) gauge symmetry. These suggest thatΘ or an
appropriate function of it can be viewed as the ”electric charge” of a braid, which might
serve as an explanation of why electric charge is quantized so.
Bearing this in mind, Table 2 presents four discrete transformations,M⊥,M,M⊥FV ,
andMFV , which negate the Θ value of a braid and hence correspond to CP , C, CT , and
T in certain manner. Our strategy is to find C first. Since a C does not flip the momentum,
1A twist was said to be in units of pi/3 previously in this paper. However, the pi here only means half of
a full rotation of a node with respect to one of its edges, which can thus be normalized to one[5].
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C P T CP CT PT CPT
M FH FVFH M⊥ M⊥FV FV MFV
Table 4: The map between legal discrete transformations of braids and C, P , T , and their
products.
so does a CPT , the transformationsM andMFV are candidates of C and CPT for that
they preserve the momentum, whereasM⊥ andM⊥FV are possibly CP and CT .
On a single particle state, a CPT has one more effect than a C because it also turns
σ, the z-component spin, to −σ. We notice that a MFV affects a braids more than a
M does; it swaps the first and the third elements in the triple of internal twists of a
braid besides adding a negative sign to Θ. As a result, although we do not know what
of a braid behaves like the σ, we can now consider the transformation M as C and the
transformationMFV to be CPT .
Given the three correspondences we now have, it is easy to track down all the rest. As
a summary, we list the map between GD and the group generated by C, P , T in Table 4.
4.2 CPT multiplets of braids
With the C, P, and Twe have found, one can see that certain diffeomorphism-inequivalent
braids may not be totally different from each other, in the sense that they can belong to the
same CPT multipilet. it would be very interesting to see if a CPT multiplet of braids has
any characteristic property. It turns out that only actively-interacting braids which belong
to a CPT multiplet have a clear and unique common topological property. We would like
to formulate this claim as the theorem below.
Theorem 1. Each CPT multiplet of actively-interacting braids is uniquely characterized by a
non-negative integer, k - the number of crossings of all braids in the multiplet, when they are
represented in the unique representation.
Proof. This theorem has a two-fold meaning: that all actively-interacting braids with
the same number of crossings belong to the same CPT multiplet, and that all actively-
interacting braids in a CPT multiplet must have the same number of crossings. We prove
the former first. As demonstrated in [6, 5], a braid can interact actively if and only if it
is completely reducible from both ends, and its end-nodes are in opposite states for odd
number of crossings, and in the same state for even number of crossings. Bearing this in
mind and by [5], we can straightforwardly work out the forms of all actively-interacting
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braids in the unique representation with k crossings for k even
B1 =
+[(T1a, T1b, T1c)σ(ud)k/2 ]
+ (5)
B2 =
+[(T2a, T2b, T2c)σ(ud)−k/2 ]
+
B3 =
−[(T3a, T3b, T3c)σ(du)k/2 ]
−
B4 =
−[(T4a, T4b, T4c)σ(du)−k/2 ]
−,
and for k odd,
B′1 =
+[(T ′1a, T
′
1b, T
′
1c)σd(ud)(k−1)/2 ]
− (6)
B′2 =
+[(T ′2a, T
′
2b, T
′
2c)σd(ud)−(k+1)/2 ]
−
B′3 =
−[(T ′3a, T
′
3b, T
′
3c)σu(du)(k−1)/2 ]
+
B′4 =
−[(T ′4a, T
′
4b, T
′
4c)σu(du)−(k+1)/2 ]
+,
where we have omitted all the external twists for that they are zero in the unique rep-
resentation. The triple of internal twists of each actively-interacting braid in the unique
representation is uniquely determined by the crossing sequence and end-node states of
the braid for it to interact actively[6]. In addition, if an exponent in Eq. 6 or 7 is positive,
it means, for example, (ud)2 = udud. By adopting from Appendix I the definition of X−1
with respect to X , the meaning of the negative exponents in Eqs. 6 and 7 is clear: for
instance, (ud)−2 = d−1u−1d−1u−1.
It is straightforward to see that if we apply M, FV , and MFV , or according to
Table3, C, PT and CPT on B1 for even k’s and B
′
1 for odd k’s, we get
C(B1) =
−[−(T1a, T1b, T1c)σ(du)−k/2 ]
− (7)
PT (B1) =
−[(T1c, T1b, T1a)σ(du)k/2 ]
−
CPT (B1) =
+[−(T1c, T1b, T1a)σ(ud)−k/2 ]
+
for even k’s, and
C(B′1) =
−[−(T ′1a, T
′
1b, T
′
1c)σu(du)−(k+1)/2 ]
+ (8)
PT (B′1) =
−[(T ′1c, T
′
1b, T
′
1a)σu(du)(k−1)/2 ]
+
CPT (B′1) =
+[−(T ′1c, T
′
1b, T
′
1a)σd(ud)−(k+1)/2 ]
−
for odd k’s. Comparing Eq. 6 with Eq. 8, and Eq. 7 with Eq. 9, one can see that the
crossing sequence and end node states of C(B1), PT (B1) and CPT (B1) are exactly the
same as that of B4, B3 and B2 respectively, for even k’s; similar observation holds for odd
k’s as well. As for the internal twists, since they are uniquely determined by crossing
sequence and end node states, one must have
(T2a, T2b, T2c) = −(T1c, T1b, T1a)
(T3a, T3b, T3c) = (T1c, T1b, T1a)
(T4a, T4b, T4c) = −(T1a, T1b, T1c)
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for braids with even crossings, and similar relations for braids with odd crossings. There-
fore, in the unique representation, all actively-interacting braids with k crossings are re-
lated to each other by discrete transformations as following,
C(B1) = B4 (9)
PT (B1) = B3
CPT (B1) = B2
for even k’s, and
C(B′1) = B
′
4 (10)
PT (B′1) = B
′
3
CPT (B′1) = B
′
2
for odd k’s.
Pointed out in the last section, none of the discrete transformations on a braid diagram
is able to change the number of crossings of the braid diagram; hence, all braid diagrams
in a CPT multiplet must have the same number of crossings. This exhibits the latter
meaning of the theorem.
Since in the unique representation, for each number of crossings we have only four
actively-interacting braids, which have been shown being related only by three discrete
transformations, namely C, PT and CPT , applying the remaining four discrete transfor-
mations, viz P , T , CP and CT can not generate new braids with the same number of
crossings, which means that their actions must be equivalent to, in certain order, those of
C, PT , CPT , and the identity 1 on actively-interacting braids.
As for braids that do not interact actively, we do not have a similar theorem. In
fact, in the unique representation, for non-actively interacting braids with m crossings
(m > 1), we can always find those not related to each other by any discrete transforma-
tion. Here is an example with m = 2: for the braid, Sl[(Ta, Tb, Tc)σud−1 ]
Sr , and the braid,
S′l[(T ′a, T
′
b, T
′
c)σuu]
S′r , whatever their internal twists and end-node states are, it is straight-
forward to see that they can never be transformed into each other by the discrete trans-
formations.
Nevertheless, it is still true for non actively-interacting braids that all braids in a CPT
multiplet have the same number of crossings when they are represented in the same type
of representation. This is so simply because discrete transformations do not change the
representation type and the number of crossings of a braid.
4.3 Interactions under C, P, and T
We have seen the effects of C, P, and T on single braid excitations, it is then natural and
important to discuss the action of these discrete transformations on braid interactions, de-
fined in [6] graphically, and in [8] algebraically. Braid interactions turn out to be invariant
under CPT, and more precisely, under C, P, and T separately.
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This type of interaction always involve two braids, one of which must be actively-
interacting. As pointed out in [8], in dealing with an interaction it is convenient to rep-
resent the actively-interacting braid, say B, by one of its trivial representatives, and rep-
resent the other braid, say B′, by its unique representative. Although [8] shows that the
right-interaction of B on B′, namely B + B′, and the left-interaction B′ +B are not equal
in general, for the purpose here we need only to consider either of the two cases because
the other case follows similarly; let us take B +B′ to study.
[8] has proven that the interaction B + B′ is independent of the trivial braid diagram
representing B, and suggests to choose the one with zero right external twist to represent
B. Thus we let B = STl[Ta, Tb, Tc]
S
0 , and B
′ = Sl0[(T
′
a, T
′
b, T
′
c)σX ]
Sr
0 . Given this, we can adopt
from [8] the algebraic form of B +B′ as follows
B′′ = B +B′ = SlTl[(Ta + T
′
a, Tb + T
′
b, Tc + T
′
c)σX ]
Sr
0 , (11)
where S = Sl, such that the so-called interaction condition is satisfied[6, 8]. There is a
subtlety, the braidB′′ in Eq. 11 is not the standard result which has zero external twist and
should be obtained from this B′′ by a rotation on its left end-node to remove the external
twist, Tl. We do so to reduce the complexity of this proof, which has no harm because
rotations, as equivalence moves, obviously commute with discrete transformations.
We now show that this interaction is invariant under a charge conjugation, i.e. to show
C(B) + C(B′) = C(B +B′). By Tables 4 and 1, we readily obtain
C(B) = C
(
S
Tl
[Ta, Tb, Tc]
S
0
)
= −S−Tl[−Ta,−Tb,−Tc]
−S
0
C(B′) = C
(
Sl
0[(T
′
a, T
′
b, T
′
c)σX ]
Sr
0
)
= −Sl0[−(T
′
a, T
′
b, T
′
c)σIX(X)]
Sr
0 .
(12)
Hence, by the same token as how this kind of interaction is carried out in Eq. 11, we get
C(B) + C(B′) = −S−Tl[−Ta,−Tb,−Tc]
−S
0 +
−Sl
0[−(T
′
a, T
′
b, T
′
c)σIX(X)]
Sr
0
= −Sl−Tl[−(Ta + T
′
a, Tb + T
′
b, Tc + T
′
c)σIX(X)]
−Sr
0 (13)
Now we directly apply a C-transformation on the braid B′′ in Eq. 11, which leads to
C(B′′) = C
(
Sl
Tl
[(Ta + T
′
a, Tb + T
′
b, Tc + T
′
c)σX ]
Sr
0
)
= −Sl−Tl[−(Ta + T
′
a, Tb + T
′
b, Tc + T
′
c)σIX (X)]
−Sr
0 , (14)
which is exactly the same as the RHS of Eq. 13. Therefore, due to the generality of B and
B′ all interactions are invariant under charge conjugation.
We now move on to the case of parity transformation. It is important to note that
a discrete transformation acts on the whole process of an interaction - in particular the
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complete states before and after the interaction. As a result, in view of the fact from
Table 1 that a P-transformation, i.e. the FH , exchanges the two end-nodes, reverses the
crossing sequence, and exchanges the twists on the left and on the right of the crossing
sequence of a braid, it should also switch the positions of the two braids involved in an
interaction before the interaction happens. That is to say, to show the invariance of an
right-interaction, say B+B′ = B′′ (the same braids as above), under P, one needs to prove
that the left-interaction, P(B′) + P(B) = P(B′′), holds2.
Applying a P-transformation on B and B′ respectively brings us
P(B) = P
(
S
Tl
[Ta, Tb, Tc]
S
0
)
= −S0[Ta, Tb, Tc]
−S
Tl
P(B′) = P
(
Sl
0[(T
′
a, T
′
b, T
′
c)σX ]
Sr
0
)
= −Sr0[(T
′
a′ , T
′
b′ , T
′
c′)σR(X)]
−Sl
0 ,
(15)
where (T ′a, T
′
b, T
′
c)σX = (T
′
a′ , T
′
b′, T
′
c′). Then according to [8], the left interaction of P(B) and
P(B′) reads
P(B′) + P(B) = −Sr0[(T
′
a′ , T
′
b′ , T
′
c′)σR(X)]
−Sl
0 +
−S
0[Ta, Tb, Tc]
−S
Tl
= −Sr0[((T
′
a′ , T
′
b′ , T
′
c′) + σ
−1
R(X)(Ta, Tb, Tc))σR(X)]
−Sl
Tl
Eq.19
===⇒ = −Sr0[((T
′
a, T
′
b, T
′
c)σX + (Ta, Tb, Tc)σX)σR(X)]
−Sl
Tl
= −Sr0[((T
′
a + Ta, T
′
b + Tb, T
′
c + Tc)σX)σR(X)]
−Sl
Tl
. (16)
Note that in the last line of the equation above the σX and σR(X) should not be contracted
by Eq. 17 and we did not do so, because the σR(X) is present there not only for denot-
ing the permutation but also for recording the crossing sequence, namely R(X), of the
resulted braid.
If we directly apply a P-transformation on B′′ in Eq. 11, we attain
P(B′′) = P
(
Sl
Tl
[(Ta + T
′
a, Tb + T
′
b, Tc + T
′
c)σX ]
Sr
0
)
= −Sr0[((T
′
a + Ta, T
′
b + Tb, T
′
c + Tc)σX)σR(X)]
−Sl
Tl
,
for that the triple (T ′a+Ta, T
′
b+Tb, T
′
c+Tc)σX is already the original triple of internal twists
on the right of X , which should become the left one of P(B′′) due to the effect of parity
transformation. This equation is precisely the one on the RHS of Eq. 16. Therefore, the
invariance of braid interaction under parity transformation is established.
Regarding interactions under time reversal there is a subtlety. The time reversal we
have found is with respect to a single braid excitation; however, an interaction involves
2The interaction condition is automatically satisfied in this way because the neighboring nodes of B’
and B again are in the same state and have no twist on their common edge, after switching their positions.
Please check [8] for details on the interaction condition.
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the time evolution of a spin network under dynamical moves. To apply our T-transformation
to an interaction, one should reverse all the dynamical moves, e.g. a 1→ 4move taken in
the interaction becomes a 4 → 1 move under the time reversal, at the same time. In this
sense, to show the invariance of the interaction, B + B′ −→ B′′, it suffices to show that
T (B′′) −→ T (B′) + T (B), where the positions of B and B′ are swapped as in the case of
parity transformation. It is straightforward to prove the invariance of interactions under
time reversal; the procedure is similar to that of the previous two cases, and is thus not
explicitly presented here.
Consequently, all braid interactions of the type defined in [6, 8] are invariant under
C, P, T, and any combination of them. This is not the case of the Standard Model of par-
ticles because of the absence of CP-violation. A possible reason is that all our current
interactions are deterministic. However, it is suggested in [8] that one may consider su-
perpositions of braids by possibly taking spin network labels into account. This is to be
discussed in the next section.
It is however necessary to remark that the current study of discrete transformations
of braids would not be impact by just adding spin network labels in a straightforward
way in to our scheme. A reason is that the discrete transformations found in this paper
do not change the spin network label of each existing edge of the network. One may
try to construct discrete transformation of braids which change the spin network labels,
but there could be many arbitrary ways of doing this and no a priori reason of making a
special choice.
5 Discussion and conclusion
The results we have obtained so far are purely based on the algebra of the action of
discrete transformations on topological quantities characterizing braids. Although our
braids live on embedded spin networks, spin network labels have yet not been incorpo-
rated along this research line; spin networks are treated as framed graphs with merely
topological properties. However, for reasons which will be clear soon, there is a necessity
for spin network labels to be included.
The mapping between the discrete transformations of braids and the C, P, and T were
determined without referring to the definition of the spin of a braid. This is because
our analysis indicates that spin cannot be constructed out of the conserved topological
quantities we have in hand of braids. The reasons are as follows.
In our language crossings of a braid and twists on the strands of the braid are on an
equal footing due to equivalence moves which can trade crossings with twists or vice
versa, which leads to the effective twist number Θ of a braid, a conserved quantity in-
dependent of the representative of the braid. For the aforementioned reason we may
identify Θ or certain appropriate function of it as the charge of a braid. There is no a con-
sistent way to directly associate Θ with spin as well. Furthermore, since in the context of
particle physics, charge is a result of U(1) gauge symmetry (and our twists are also related
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to U(1) as previously explained), while spin results from Poincare´ symmetry, a space-time
symmetry, charge and spin thus could not be unified by superficially manipulating Θ.
Spin network labels are usually representations of a gauge group or of a quantum
group. In both of the original spin network proposal[10] and the Loop Quantum Gravity,
spin network labels are SU(2) or SO(3) representations. In the framed case, one uses,
for example, the quantum SU(2), namely SUq(2). Consequently, it is more reasonable to
associate the spin of a braid with the spin network labels on the strands and/or external
edges, and the intertwiners at the end-nodes of the braid. If one decorate the 4-valent spin
networks by representations of gauge groups other than SU(2) and SO(3), say SU(3), it
may be possible to define color charges of braids as well.
If we agree on this, then Table 2 gives us a hint howwewould find spin for braids. The
time reversal is identifiedwith the discrete transformationFVFH . Since a T-transformation
flips the z-component of the spin of a single-particle state, and because external twists
and internal twists of a braid are not separately conserved quantities independent of rep-
resentatives of the braid, by the last line of Table 2, the only effect of FVFH on a braid,
which possibly corresponds to the change of spin due to time reversal, is then the ex-
change of the top and the bottom strands of the braid, which is implied by the exchange
of the top and the bottom internal twists explicitly shown in the table. This implies that
the spin network labels respectively on the top and the bottom strands are also subject to
exchange under a FVFH , or simply a T-transformation. In other words, we would like to
have a way of combining labels and/or intertwiners of a braid, which changes sign when
the label on the top strand and the one on the bottom strand of the braid are exchanged.
The sign factor of the action of any discrete transformation involving a time reversal, and
other phase factors, in Table 3 will appear accordingly. Unfortunately, the precise form
of this construction is unavailable for the moment; its discovery may require a complete
and systematic approach which takes spin network labels into account.
Our observation that all interactions of braids are invariant under C, P, and T sepa-
rately seems to indicate an issue that the interactions of braids we have studied so far are
deterministic, in the sense that an interaction of two braids produces a definite new braid.
Nevertheless, this may not be a problem at all because it could be due to the simple fact
that we have only worked with definite vertices of interactions. In terms of vertices we
have definite result for an interaction as to the case in QFT; this is similar to what have
been done in spin foam models or group field theories. Besides, one can certainly argue
that if our braids are more fundamental entities, the CP-violation in particle physics does
not necessarily exist at this level. Putting this CP-violation problem aside; however, a
fully quantum mechanical picture should be probabilistic3.
If we tend to take this as an issue, we may try to work with superpositions of braids
and interactions of braids resulting in superposition of braids. A possible way out is to
consider braids with the same topological structure but different sets of spin network la-
bels as physically different. One may adopt from spin foam models the methods which
3One should note that a few theoretical physicists may not agree on this.
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can assign amplitudes to the dynamical moves, namely the dual Pachnermoves restricted
by the stability condition[6, 11], of the embedded 4-valent spin networks. A dynamical
move such as a 2 → 3 and a 1→ 4may then give rise to outcomes with the same topologi-
cal configuration but different spin network labels; each outcome has a certain probability
amplitude. As a result, an interaction of two braids may give rise to superposed braids,
each of which has a certain probability to be observed, with the same topological content
but different set of spin network labels. With this, CP-violating interactions may arise.
There seems to be a more elegant and unified way to resolve all the aforementioned
issues once for all, which is the so-called tensor category, or more specifically the braided
tensor category with twists. As previously explained, a twist of a strand of a braid can
be interpreted as characterizing a non-trivial isomorphism from U(1) to U(1). However,
the concept of twist can be generalized to vector spaces other than representation spaces
of U(1). This is the way how twists are defined in the language of tensor categories. In
this manner, we may view spin network labels as they represent generalized framing of
spin networks other than the U(1) framing we have just studied, such that generalized
twists can arise. The consequence is our twists and spin network labels, and hence gauge
symmetries and space-time symmetries may be unified in this way.
Tensor categories naturally use isomorphisms between tensor products of vector spaces
to account for braiding. This can be understood, for example, from the solutions of (Quan-
tum) Yang-Baxter Equations. However, it is important to note that our braids are special
because each of them has two 4-valent end-nodes and two external edges. All these will
exert further constraints on the possible tensor categories we can use, or motivate new
types of tensor categories. Tensor-categorized 4-valent braids and evolution moves may
be evaluated by the relevant techniques already defined in theories of tensor category or
new techniques adapted to our case.
There are also other works on unification of gravity and matter or on emergent matter
degrees of freedom, which indicate that tensor category might be a correct underlying
mathematical language towards this goal. The string network condensation by Wen et
al[12] is such an example.
In conclusion, we have found seven discrete transformations of 3-strand braids and
mapped them to C, P, T, and their products. Along with this, the effective twist number
of a braid has been demonstrated to be responsible for the electric charge of the braid.
It is very interesting that in the braid representation without external twist, all actively-
interacting braids of the same number of crossings form a CPT multiplet, whereas there
are non actively-interacting braids of the same number of crossings which can not be
transformed into each other by any legal discrete transformation of our braids. This will
help us to find a deeper correspondence between our braids and matter particles. Fur-
thermore, braid interactions have been proven invariant under C, P, and T separately.
We have explained the necessity to incorporate spin network labels into this approach.
This allows us to argue that the spin of a braid is related to the spin network labels of the
braid. In addition, probability amplitudes of braid propagation and interaction may also
be constructed with the help of spin network labels. A possible future direction regarding
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a more generalized approach, in terms of tensor categories, along this research line is
pointed out.
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Appendix I: Atomic discrete operations on braids
It is useful to represent a legal discrete transformation in an algebraic form. However,
a discrete transformation of a braid normally acts on all elements in the characteriz-
ing 8-tuple of the braid. Consequently, one can split an action of a discrete transfor-
mation to minimal sub-operations on components of the 8-tuple. These minimal sub-
transformations are named atomic discrete transformations, or atomic operations for
short. An atomic operation can only act on one and only one type of component in the
characterizing 8-tuple of a braid because otherwise it can be divided again and hence is
not atomic.
Let us be precise. The characterizing 8-tuple of a braid, say {Tl, Sl, Ta, Tb, Tc, X, Sr, Tr},
consists of four types of components-to wit (Tl, Tr), the pair of external twists, (Ta, Tb, Tc),
the triple of internal twists, the crossing sequence X , and the pair of end-node states,
(Sl, Sr). In some cases, the external twists and internal twists can be considered together
due to the fact that they are transformed simultaneously in the same manner. An atomic
operation is only allowed to act on one of these four types or on the set of all twists. In
addition, if an atomic operation acts on an element in the 8-tuple it must also acts on all
other elements of the same type in a similar way because otherwise Condition 1 would
be violated. This will be clarified case by case. We now try to sort out all legal atomic
operations.
Since twists, crossings and end-node states can take both positive and negative values
in our framework, it is natural to have discrete operations which flip their values. There
are three such atomic operations, called inversions.
Definition 4. The inversion of the end-node states of a braid, denoted by IS , is an atomic
operation flipping the signs of both end-node states of the braid. That is,
IS : (Sl, Sr) 7→ (S¯l, S¯r).
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Definition 5. The inversion of the crossing sequence X of a braid, denoted by IX , is an atomic
operation taking each crossing in X to its inverse, namely
IX : u 7→ u
−1
d 7→ d−1
X = x1x2 · · ·xn 7→ x
−1
1 x
−1
2 · · ·x
−1
n .
The integral value of each crossing is negated by this operation, so is the crossing
number of the braid. In addition, we clearly have σX = σIX . The two atomic operations
above must act on both end-nodes and on all crossings of X respectively. Otherwise,
one cannot combine them to make a discrete transformation which is legal for arbitrary
braids.
Definition 6. The inversion of the twists of a braid, denoted by IT , is an atomic operation
which multiplies a −1 to every twist of the braid, i.e.
IT : {Tl, Ta, Tb, Tc, Tr} 7→ {−Tl,−Ta,−Tb,−Tc,−Tr}.
That this atomic discrete transformation acts on all the twists, internal and external,
of a braid is largely due to Condition 1. The reason is that if not all but one or several
of its twists are flipped, there is no way to combine such an operation with other atomic
operations, albeit all other operations are legal, to keep any actively-interacting braids
active, since twists play a key role in the activity of a braid. There are two more atomic
operations acting on X .
Definition 7. The reversion is an atomic operation, denoted by R, which reverses the order of
the crossings in a crossing sequenceX :
R : X = x1x2 · · ·xn 7→ xnxn−1 · · ·x1.
It is also useful for the sake of calculation to define X−1 to be the combined result
of IX and R on X , i.e. X
−1 = IXR(X). Note that for the permutation induced by X ,
σ−1X 6= σX−1 in general. However, it is quite clear that
σXσR(X) = σ
−1
R(X)σ
−1
X ≡ 1 (17)
The meaning of this equation must be understood from its action on triples of internal
twists. That is,
(Ta, Tb, Tc)σXσR(X) = (Ta, Tb, Tc).
Keeping in mind that σ−1X is a left-acting function, if we apply a σ
−1
X to the left of both
sides of the above equation, we get
σ−1X (Ta, Tb, Tc)σXσR(X) = σ
−1
X (Ta, Tb, Tc)
Eq.1
==⇒ (Ta, Tb, Tc)σR(X) = σ
−1
X (Ta, Tb, Tc).
(18)
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Similary, what follows is also true:
σ−1R(X)(Ta, Tb, Tc) = (Ta, Tb, Tc)σX . (19)
Definition 8. A chain shift is an atomic operation on X , denoted by Sc, shifting every upper
crossing inX to a lower one and a lower one to an upper one, with however, the crossing’s chirality
intact. That is,
Sc : ∀xi ∈ X, xi 7→
{
d, if xi = u
u, if xi = d
, i = 1 . . . n.
The above two atomic operations on X must apply to every crossing in X simultane-
ously because otherwise an alternating braid could be transformed into a non-alternating
braid and vice versa, which certainly causes the violation of Condition 1 if they are part
of a discrete transformation of a braid.
There is actually a hidden triple in the characterizing 8-tuple of a braid, i.e. the triple
of internal twists on the right of the crossing sequence X , (Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′). It is not explicitly
included in the 8-tuple because is is related to the triple (Ta, Tb, Tc) by the induced permu-
tation σX , as aforementioned. However, one can have a transformation which exchanges
these two triples.
Definition 9. The exchange of triples of internal twists of a braid is an atomic operation,
denoted by ET , doing the following:
ET : (Ta, Tb, Tc) 7→ (Ta′ , Tb′, Tc′)
and vice versa, where (Ta, Tb, Tc)σX = (Ta′ , Tb′ , Tc′).
An exchange of triples of internal twists is usually accompanied by an exchange of the
two external twists of a braid.
Definition 10. The exchange of external twists of a braid, ETe , is an atomic operation, such
that
ETe : (Tl, Tr) 7→ (Tr, Tl).
The last possible atomic discrete transformation on the twists is defined as follows.
Definition 11. The twist swap is an atomic operation, denoted by ST , which swaps the top and
bottom internal twists of a braid:
ST : (Ta, Tb, Tc) 7→ (Tc, Tb, Ta).
Finally, one can exchanges the two end-node states of a braid.
Definition 12. The exchange of end-node states, ES , is an atomic operation, such that
ES : (Sl, Sr) 7→ (Sr, Sl).
An important remark is that all above atomic operations in fact act on braids. For
simplicity nevertheless, we only show here their definitions their effects on the relevant
characterizing quantities of a braid. Another remark is that all atomic operations com-
mute with each other and hence their relative positions in a combination as a discrete
transformation do not matter.
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Appendix II: Examples of braids under C, P, and T
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5
5
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5
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The figure above illustrates two examples of braids under the action of GD. The first
row shows the two original braid diagrams: the left one is a right propagating braid
in zero external twist representation, while the right one is an actively-interacting braid
represented by a trivial braid diagram. The thick arrow on the lower left or right corner
of a braid diagram indicates the propagation chirality of the braid.
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